The management of product-related data in a uniform and consistent way is a big challenge for many manufacturing enterprises, especially the large ones like 
Introduction -The Application Scenario
Product development is a time-consuming and costly process. Keen competition forces the companies to shorten this process more and more in order to survive. During the last years enormous endeavours have been made to optimize the disciplines involved in the engineering process. Most development departments for example introduced CAD (Computer Aided Design) and CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) tools leading to remarkable increases in productivity and significant reductions in time to market. But for all that, such intra-disciplinary, specialized tools are not able to support the engineering process as a whole and, therefore, limit further improvements to single sections of the overall process. The limitations result from poor capabilities for searching data efficiently, missing mechanisms to preserve the correctness and consistency of shared data, scarce provision of a uniform change and configuration management, and last but not least insufficient support The philosophy behind PDM systems addresses two important functions in a manufacturing company: To manage the enormous amount of information defining a product and to control the processes employed to manage the evolution of a product from the early stages of conception and design through to after sales and maintenance (cf.
[l], 151, [ 131).
Typically, a product has a recursively defined hierarchical structure. It is composed of assemblies and single parts (so-called components). All objects of that so-called product structure may be described by specifications, CAD files, work orders, simulation results, and much more. From this point of view a product is a very complex object.
In the different stages of product development, different users with various skills and tasks need to access the product data. In order to perform their tasks, the users often need different views on the product: Designers are mostly interested in shapes and surfaces, engineers need the physical structure of a product, and users responsible for functional modules need to see the same product decomposed into its functional units.
Hence, a PDM system has to solve two critical problems: At first, the large amount of data, forming a complex object structure, and second the different views on this structure. A common solution to thisis to store the data using standard relational database systems. Therefore, the object structure is flattened, and all objects -and the relations between them, too -are stored in (more or less) ordinary, normalized tables in the database system. At runtime, when a user accesses a product in hisher view the corresponding structure information and data items are retrieved, interpreted, and reassembled. ' 'This ''flat'' object respresentation looks very strange at first glance. Using extended attribute types of object-relational DBMS instead seems to be much better suited. But the product structure is (a) a recursive one and (b) different hierarchical views may have to be supported in parallel on the same set of data. Thus hierarchically structured complex objects -as offered by some object-relational DBMS -do not help. As (c) there exist efficient implementations for the processing of recursive SQL queries [lo] meanwhile, the "neutral" Bat representation makes in fact even sense.
A very typical way of using a PDM system is to navigate through a product structure. The users start with a product (the top level item of the product structure) and expand the next level of the structure. They repeat this so-called single-level expand until they find what they look for, or the branches of interest within the structure are expanded completely. In doing so, SQL is used as a simple record (or tuple) manager: The navigational traversal of the product tree is translated nearly one-to-one into single, isolated SQL queries. This stepwise "navigational access" also works for the so-called multi-level expand which expands the entire object structure by recursively applying the single-level expand method. This leads to a large number of SQL queries.
Nevertheless, there is hardly any problem with this procedure in local-area networks (LANs). Because of the typically large data transfer rates and the very low latency times in a LAN environment, acceptable response times can be achieved. This picture changes dramatically, however, when applying the same procedure to worldwide distributed application environments. Response times may rise to an extent which is far beyond that what users are willing to accept. Driven by some experiences in prototypical but realistic PDM environments at DaimlerChrysler we were looking for mechanisms to optimize such PDM systems without questioning their entire system architecture. Our suspicion was that the problem is caused by the large number of isolated queries in conjunction with lately evaluated user access rules resulting in many messages and a large amount of data to be transferred. This seems not to be a PDMspecific problem. Similar experiences have been made within SAP W3 (cf. Two approaches utilizing the existing power of relational database systems and the new features introduced by the lately issued standard SQL:1999 (cf. [ 2 ] , (81) seemed to be very promising regarding our performance problem: The first approach attempts to reduce the amount of transferred data by early evaluation of access rules. The second approach takes advantage of the power of recursive queries which can reduce the number of queries -and hence the number of communications -significantly. But before doing any implementations like customizations or prototyping we were interested in the improvements that potentially might result from these database related "tuning actions" in order to decide, whether their realization is worth itspossibly high -implementation costs or not. The results of these investigations are presented in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the formulas we are using to compute expected response times. Different types of rules and conditions typically used in PDM systems are discussed in section 3. In sections 4 and 5 two approaches for optimizing the response times are discussed. The results are sumarized and rated in section 6. Section 7 finishes with a summary and an outlook on further work.
The Response Time Problem
As already mentioned, response times of user actions can become extremely long because of limited bandwidth and long latency times in a wide-area network (WAN). This is true especially for actions like so-called multi-level expands which typically retrieve a larger (sub-)tree of the complete object structure. In a testing environment for example such a multi-level expand was finished after only little more than half a minute using the LAN, whereas the same operation took up to half an hour using the WAN.
In order to find out the parameters worth for optimization we first cast a short look at the computation (in the sense of prediction) of response times from the view of database accesses2. Table 1 lists some definitions we will use in the following. To simplify the computation we assume that each query can be transmitted by using only one message (packet). Using the definitions in table 1 the response time for an action that retrieves a product structure tree can be computed as follows:
Because of the navigational access each node is touched and its data and the references to its subtrees or leaf nodes are fetched. This leads to as many queries q9 as there are nodes in the tree visible to the user ( s stands for "simple" ' In the following we use the term response rime of a user action as a synonym for the "accumulated delay caused by database accesses through a wide area nerwork". 3The user may not be allowed to see all nodes in the tree (for details see section 3). navigational process): The data volume vols that has to be transmitted is the sum of the transferred query data and the corresponding responses. To be more precise, in the average we expect the last package of each response to be filled only half. In order to take this fact into account we add a correcting term. The resulting data volume can then be approximated by 1 . By combining the equations ( 2 ) and (3) we achieve the overall response time:
Rules and Conditions in PDM Systems
In table 2 the results of some computations considering queries, single-level expands, and multi-level expands are listed. In all examples we have assumed a complete v-ary tree (i. e. all leaves have the same depth and all internal nodes have degree v). The parameters T and v refer to the depth of a tree and the number of branches each node has. The figure ~7 refers to the probability that a user is allowed to see a branch. This is an estimation of the effects of the rules described in the subsequent section. In a wary tree the number of visible nodes (cf. equation (I)) and the number of transmitted nodes (cf. equation (3) A "query" is assumed to retrieve all nodes of a tree (without the structure information), a "single-level expand" retrieves only the direct children of the root, and the "multi-level expand" retrieves the entire structure5. The computation results in table 2 show that -depending on the environment and the object structure -queries and multi-level expands result in response times from several seconds up to nearly half an hour -and frustrated users, too! In order to achieve acceptable response times we will focus on minimizing the data volume by early evaluation of rules and conditions (see section 3) as well as minimizing the number of executed queries.
4The root object is considered to be already at the client and therefore is not taken into account here.
SThe multi-level expand uses a recursive approach: The single-level expand is applied to the root object, the resulting objects are filtered according to the rules, and the "surviving" objects are then expanded recursively.
Types of Rules
Before giving a classification of rules we will describe the different types of rules typically used in PDM systems.
The first kind of rules is used to control the configuration of a product. Such so-called structure options are evaluated for controlling alternative or supplementary parts of a product. Consequently, an object associated with a structure option is part of the current product version only if the user has specified at least that structure option. As a result, structure options have to be evaluated when accessing the structure of the current product version.
Obviously, during the configuration process not every combination of the offered features is valid. For example it is not possible to choose a cabriolet together with a sunroof. Such dependencies between structure options are handled by so-called conjiguration rules. In contrast to the evaluation of structure options, configuration rules can be evaluated by accessing the selected structure options only. No access to additional data is necessary, in particular no product data need to be retrieved from the database. Therefore we will not look at optimization possibilities of configuration rules in the rest of this paper.
Effectivities, another type of rules, are very similar to structure options. They both are usually associated with relations between objects that require additional management based on either dates or unit numbers of parts. Effectivities are very useful to control product structures containing objects only available during a limited time or production period. So objects are included in a current product only if the associated effectivity overlaps the effectivity selected by the user.
The last kind of rules we want to look at are the (message) access rules. Not every user is allowed to perform each operation on -in other words: to send each message to -an arbitrary object. Object access has to be limited therefore. As we are only interested in messages involving database access we focus on messages like multi-level expand (object tree expansion) and check-outkheck-in (gaining exclusive access to an object for updates).
In general message access rules are applied either to permit or to prohibit access to data under certain conditions6.
We can conceive those rules as 4-tupels: A K r is permitted to perform an action on an instance of an object type, if the condition is met.
61n the following we assume that rules only permit users to perform certain actions (that is, we assume to have a negative biased rule processing system). This is no real restriction because the positive biased rule processing system can be achieved by negating the conditions. permits every user to check-out an entire subtree (which root is of type "assembly") if all nodes n in this subtree are cherked-in row conditions. The former describes a rule involving the whole object tree, whereas the latter involves only one simple object within a tree (typically the root object For evaluation purposes it would be desireable to represent the structure options and effectivities in the same way the message access rules are represented. And, indeed, this can be achieved rather easily: We stated that structure options and effectivities are associated with relations between objects. If we regard these relations as "first class" objects, we can formulate the rules for structure options (and effectivities) as follows:
3. user: * action: access type: relation cond: relation.strc-opt overlaps userstrc-opt permits every user to access (traverse) the relation if the set of structure options associated with this relation overlaps the user-selected ones. So, in the following we will handle these conditions exactly in the same way we handle the message access rules.
Classification of Conditions
After discussing the different types of rules in section 3.1 we will now turn towards the conditions which may occur in the rules. Figure 1 shows a classification tree of the conditions we must be able to handle.
y R row condition
Vrows 3structure tree-a gregate condition condition contition , [7] , [ 121) performing the checks have to be provided at the server. Tree conditions can be split into three subclasses: The first includes all conditions which use the "for-all" quantor (cf. example 2 in section 3.1). All nodes in the tree have to meet the given condition which itself is a row condition. We will call these conditions "Vrows conditions".
The second subclass which we call "3structure conditions" contains all conditions which refer to related objects of the tested object. For example, the state of a component cmp (i. e. a single part) may be frozen (i. e. unchangeable in the future) only if there exists a specification related to that component. Those conditions are written as "3s E SPEC : cmp specified-byt s, cmp E nodes(tree( root-obj)) n components", where SPEC is the class of specifications and specijied-by represents the relation between components and specifications.
The last subclass of the tree conditions contains all conditions which include a tree aggregate or tree function. Those conditions cannot be evaluated at a single node (or object) because they involve the entire tree (for example the number of nodes in the tree or the average of an attribute common to all nodes in the tree). Those conditions may be written as e. g. "count(tree(assy)) 5 10" or "average(tree(assy.weight)) 5 12". We will call these conditions "tree-aggregate conditions".
In the next two sections we will analyze how these conditions and rules can be expressed using SQL, and how the queries used so far have to be modified accordingly. In simple cases the WHERE-clause will be extended by additional "AND"-conditions, in other cases more complex modifications become necessary. To simplify the discussion we first focus on finding appropriate SQL predicates in an isolated fashion. The combination of such predicates with existing queries in order to create more powerful queries is treated in section 5.5.
Approach 1: Reducing the Transferred Data Volume by Early Rule Evaluation
In our environment expands e.g. for digital mockups need to retrieve the entire structure from the root down to each single leaf. Therefore special solutions like stopping the recursive descent if predicates that exploit the semantics of the hierarchy indicate the irrelevance of deeper levels (cf. [ 141) do not work. We propose the reduction of data volume by early evaluation of access rules instead.
Query Modification for Early Rule Evaluation
Because of the navigational approach each query that is part of a tree request retrieves all (and only) the directly related (sub-)objects of one object. As only a small part of the tree is accessed one cannot evaluate arbitrary tree conditions within such a navigational query in general. Therefore we can restrict our discussion to the representation of row conditions and their evaluation at this point. Row conditions are based on comparisons containing object attributes, constants, variables of the user's environment and functions calculated upon these values. Obviously such conditions can be transformed straightforward into an SQL WHERE clause. The condition in example 1 could be embedded into an existing query as follows:
SELECT ... FROM ..., assembly WHERE ... AND assembly.make-or-buyo'buy' Row conditions may also refer to so-called transient attributes which are computed by the PDM system. If this computation cannot be directly transformed into an equivalent SQL expression, a user-defined function performing the respective computation has to be provided at the database server.
This means that the row conditions can be transformed quite easy into equivalent SQL WHERE clauses. In order to minimize the transformation effort at runtime, it is appropriate to automatically transform the conditions only once into an equivalent SQL predicate directly after the definition of a new rule. The transformed representation can be stored together with the corresponding rule (cf. section 3.1) in a table at the client. By doing this the query modificator can determine which conditions apply (by simply accessing the table) and therefore which SQL clauses have to be integrated into the WHERE clause of the current query. Two or more qualifying conditions are always connected via the "OR" operator, and the resulting predicate is either appended to an already existing WHERE clause with an "AND' or a new WHERE clause has to be generated. Obviously, query modification is very simple for row conditions.
Maximal Improvement
As the number of queries did not change in section 4.1, the only improvement can be expected by the reduction of the retrieved data volume. Let cr (0 5 D 5 1) denote the selectivity of a rule with respect to a query q. Then 1 -(T denotes the share of objects returned by q but not visible to the user. Assume op to be the number of objects returned by the query q. Then the maximally achievable improvement . For our examples in table 2 this would lead to the improved results shown in table 3: Response times of query actions go down from nearly half an hour to approximately one minute or even less. In contrast, the benefit gained by a multi-level expand is very low. Only a few seconds can be saved, leaving response times still beyond the level users are willing to accept.
Conclusion: It is not enough to reduce the data volume by evaluating access rules within the queries. Obviously, the more critical point is to reduce the number of round trips to the database in order to save latency times. We will focus on this aspect in the next section.
Approach 2: Reduction of Round Trips to
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Method
In order to reduce the number of round trips to a database we must achieve a reduction of the number of transmitted SQL-calls necessary to perform the requested user action. In our application context, the compilation of previously isolated queries resulting from a certain tree-oriented user action -like a multi-level expand -into one combined query appears to be very promising. Here we will take advantage of the recursive structure of the object trees.
Utilization of Recursive SQL
In principle, with recursive SQL (as defined in the SQL:1999 standard, cf.
[2] and [SI) we are able to collect all nodes of a recursively defined object tree in one query. However, one query implies one result type. This is no problem at least if all nodes in the tree are of the same type. But in general an object tree may consist of nodes of many different types, so the objects have to be unified regarding their type without loosing their object type information7.
'First attempts to solve this problem in the context of inheritance can be found in the IBM DB2 UDB V 6 [lo] A feasible solution for this unification is to define a new (result-) type enfolding all attribute definitions of all object types appearing in the result plus an additional attributeif it does not exist anyway -containing the original object type information. The attribute values of a resulting object can then be mapped to the corresponding attributes in the result type and the remaining attributes are filled with NULL values. -We will point out the basic idea with a little example. Figure 2 shows the tables for the assemblies, components, and the links between them. The relation named "assy" contains several assemblies, each of which has an object ID, a name and a flag indicating whether the assembly is decomposable without destroying it or not (see attribute "dec"). The relation called "comp" contains several single parts, each of which has an object ID and a name. The structural relationship between assemblies and components is stored in the relation "link". Each link refers with its attribute "left" to an assembly while "right" refers to a contained assembly or component. The attributes "efffrom" and "eff-to" contain the beginning and ending number of the effectivity (e.g. lot numbers) respectively. The following recursive query retrieves the whole tree stored in the three tables of figure 2 and generates the "uniform" result In this query we ignored potentially existing access rules, structure options, and effectivities. The first part of the query beginning with the "WITH. . . " clause walks through the object tree and collects all contained assemblies and components. In the second part of the query all those parts are selected and casted to the result type. As this information is not sufficient to reconstruct the original object tree, the last part of the query retrieves all necessary link objects and casts them to the result type, too. -The result of this query is shown in figure 3 .
SELECT t m e . obid. name. dec AS "DEC". cast (NULL'AS integer) AS LE ET^^, cast (NULL AS integer) AS "RIGHT",-cast (NULL AS integer) AS "EFF-FROM", cast (NULL AS integer) AS "EFF-TO"
Of course, if there exist access rules we do not want to transmit the entire object tree. This would cause unnecessary network traffic again and thus worsen the response time of the action. In order to achieve acceptable response times we must combine the rule evaluation with the recursive query statement in an analogous way we did in section 4. Row conditions can be handled as described in section 4.1. Therefore only the procedure of translating tree conditions and the appropriate modification of the recursive query are discussed in the next sections.
*All recursive queries in this paper can be evaluated with minor syntactical changes by IBM DB2 UDB V6. 
Representation of Tree Conditions in SQL
In the following we analyze which kind of predicates can be mapped to which kind of query.
VRows Conditions. Vrows conditions are of the following form:
Vobj E nodes(tree(root-obj)) : row-cond(obj) where "nodes" is a set-valued function returning all nodes in a tree with root root-obj, and "row-cond" is a valid row condition which has to be met by all these nodes. This means that the resulting tree contains all nodes visible to the user if all nodes meet the row-cond. If at least one node does not meet this condition the result tree is empty! Now the question arises how to transform such a condition into an SQL statement. Assume that r e c a b l e contains all nodes of the tree without computing the Vrows condition. Then we can implement the "all-or-nothing" principle as follows: If the subselection retrieves at least one object that does not meet the row-cond, then the outer select returns no object. If the subselection does not find a match then the outer select returns all objects included in the rec-table.
(Please note that rec-table occurs in the outer and in the inner clause! But an intelligent query optimizer will recognize that the inner clause needs to be evaluated only once, as it is an uncorrelated sub-query.)
We will show the effect of this clause by our example (see figure 2) . Assume that all assemblies in the resulting tree have to be decomposable. The appropriate row condition for this is: assy.dec = ' + '. If there exists at least one assembly in the tree which is not decomposable the result is empty. The following query achieves this: The result of this query is empty because of assembly number five. It is not decomposable, so no tree will be returned.
5.3.2.3structure Conditions.
As we showed in section 3.2 3structure conditions are of the following form:
This condition means that there must exist an object U of type U so that the tested object o of type 0 is related to that u via the relation rel. In order to decide whether there exists such an object U , we have to join the tables 0, rel, and U . For being able to do so we need some additional information about how this join has to be performed. We assume that the objects o and U both can be identified by an attribute called "obid", and the relation between them refers to o and U with an attribute called "left" and "right" respectively. Then we can implement the 3structure condition as follows:
Remark: The object o may be an arbitrary node within the tree. If the tree contains objects of different types, 0 need not necessarily be the type of the root object. As a result, although the 3structure conditions are defined at the root object, they have to be evaluated at objects of type O! Again, we will show the effect of this condition by an example. We extend our example from above by a relation called "spec" containing specification documents for assemblies and components, and a relation called "specified-by" that links the specifications to the objects. Then we want to query for all objects in the tree with the restriction that components are visible only if they are specified by at least one document (3s E spec : c specified-byc s, c E nodes(tree (1) aggfunc(0.z) @J expr, o E nodes(tree(root-obj)) where aggfunc is one of the aggregate functions, @J is one of the common compare operators, and expr is an expression that may contain aggregate functions, constants and attribute values of the root object of the tree.
Since our recursive query retrieves all accessible nodes of the tree, we can evaluate the tree-aggregate functions on that set of nodes. Assume that rec-table is the result of the recursive query. The translation of such a tree-aggregate condition looks as follows: If the aggregate function of the tree-aggregate condition should be evaluated only on a subset of all nodes in the tree, the WHERE clause of the subselection has to be adapted accordingly.
Finally we will show the effect of this condition by our example. The assumed user may only retrieve trees containing at most ten assemblies (again, the type-discriminating attribute in the homogenized result of the recursion must be used to identify tuples of the considered type): In our example the tree contains only five assemblies, so the entire tree would be returned. Now we want to estimate the benefit we can achieve with the recursive SQL approach. In contrast to the navigational access method, we need only one query and receive only one result set. So two communications between the client and the database server are sufficient. The data volume itself is reduced significantly: On the one hand, only those objects are transferred which are visible to the user. On the other hand, by reducing the number of queries the number of packets transferred for querying (each query uses at least one packet) could be minimized, In our examples (see table 2 ) the action's response time shrinks down to the values shown in table 4. As this app r o a c h o n l y a d d r e s s e s actions i n v o l v i n g a n object tree instead of a single object, only the column of the MLE action is shown. The benefit gained amounts to more than 95 percent in all examples! Just as desired, the latency time now only plays a minor role compared to the delay caused by the data transfer. Conclusion: If a user action is to retrieve an entire tree from a database, the combination of recursive querying together with early rule evaluation can significantly reduce response times.
Adding Rules to Queries
In the last sections the transformation of conditions into SQL-conformal clauses has been discussed. Now we will show in more detail ( 1 ) how the application rules are introduced into the system, ( 2 ) when the transformation of conditions is performed, and (3) how the recursive queries have to be modified in order to gain benefit from early rule evaluation.
Rules are introduced into a system by authorized users only (for example administrators). Typically new rules are necessary if a new user is registered. The introduction of new object types and actions also requires the creation of new rules, but this is only necessary when extensions to the PDM system (product update or customizations) are performed.
In order to create a new rule, the administrator has to choose the user, object type, and action and to enter the desired condition which is subsequently translated into the SQL-conformal representation (cf. section 5.3). Translated conditions are stored -together with the four components defining the rule -in an appropriate data structure (e.g. a Unfortunately, our approach cannot solve the performance problems of all kinds of typical PDM actions. The check-out action, for example, which retrieves a structured object and prepares it for the exclusive update by one user, cannot be represented in one single query. An update of the database, setting the checked-out flag of the retrieved objects, has to be performed in a separate WAN communication. In order to avoid such additional communications, application-specific functionality performing the desired user action has to be installed at the database server (or servers if there are more than one).
In the described environment transmission costs are the dominating limitation factor. Therefore local query evaluation costs were ignored in the computational estimations. In higher bandwidth environments, however, it may be reasonable to take local query execution time into consideration.
Summary and Outlook
The application of PDM systems which organize all product-related data in a logically centralized manner has proved to be beneficial, especially in large companies. Therefore, company-wide usage of such systems -even in worldwide application environments -is under investigation. However, tests at DaimlerChrysler (where clients and servers were distributed between Germany and Brazil) have shown that the usage of PDM systems in such environments can lead to (extremely) long response times. As described in this paper, the cause of this problem is that the underlying relational database is used rather inefficiently: On the one hand access rules are evaluated too late, thus resulting in a large amount of unnecessarily transferred data. On the other hand user actions are translated into series of isolated SQL queries causing a large number of messages each of which burdened with the latency time of the wide-area network.
The interesting question was whether an appropriate utilization of (advanced) SQL features could help to reduce these response times to an acceptable level. That is, the focus of this investigation was to gain insights into the potentially achievable improvements. Only if these improvements are large enough, it makes sense to think about the required modifications to existing systems.
The analyses have shown that significant improvements can be achieved. In case of set-oriented queries, early rule evaluation can help to reduce the amount of transferred data (and thus response time) by orders of magnitude. The same is true for multi-level expands when utilizing early rule evaluation in combination with recursive queries facilities. Therefore it is worth to pursue this approach further and to develop strategies for the integration of these techniques into PDM systems. This is not as trivial as it may look at first glance. For most systems this may require significant changes of major system components: It affects rulekonstraint specification and evaluation, query generation, result processing, and object management. In addition, multi-server environments in conjunction with distributed data management as well as an efficient processing of check-outkheclc-in operations have to be taken into consideration. The treatment of these issues is beyond the scope of this paper, however, and will be subject of further investigations and prototypical implementations.
